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SLAM

SLAM(P, E, Error){
E

′
=φ

while(1){
E=E

∨
E

′

B=C2BP(P, E)
Trace=BEBOP(B, Error)
if(Trace==empty)

break // Program is safe
else

E
′
=NEWTON(Trace)

if(E
′
==True)

break // Program has bug
}

}
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C2BP

Boolean program keep the same control flow of C-program

Boolean program having a boolean variable corresponding to
every predicate

Every state in C-program is simulated by a state in Boolean
program

Every assignment statement in C-program is a parallel
assignment to boolean variables in Boolean program

Every if(e)...else condition are simulated using if(*)...else,
assume(e) and assume(qe)

Goto, break and skip are used as it is
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C2BP

y,z,x
e1=T, e2=F

= / if(ej)
goto / skip

y,z,x
e1=T, e2=F, ej=T

b1=T, b2=F, bj=T

 WP(=, ej) =>bj / 
If(*){assume(SP(ej))} /

goto / skip 
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Predicate abstraction

Given a C program P and a set of predicates E = {ψ1, ψ2,...ψn}
over the variable of P and constants of C-language
Boolean program have identical control structure to P and contain
’n’ boolean variable V={b1, b2,...bn}; where each boolean variable
bi represent the predicate ψi

A cube ’c’ over V is a conjunction of ci1 ∧ ci2 ∧...cik
where cij ∈ {bij , qbij} and ε(bi )=ψi

For any predicate ψ and set of boolean variable V,
Fv (ψ) denote the largest disjunction of cubes ’m’ over V
such that ε(m) ⇒ ψ
If V={b1, b2}, ε(b1) = (k=0) and ε(b2) = (p<q)
then Fv (k≤0) = (k=0)
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Predicate abstraction of assignment statement

if l:x=e in C-program then a boolean variable bi in boolean
program can be True or False after ’l’.
bi can have value True after ’l’ If Fv (WP(x=e,ψi )) holds before ’l’
or bi can have value False after ’l’ If Fv (WP(x=e,qψi )) holds
before ’l’

non-deterministically. This can happen because the predi-
cates in E are not strong enough to provide the appropriate
information, or because the theorem prover is incomplete.
Therefore, BP(P, E) contains the following parallel assign-
ment at label `:

b1, . . . , bn =
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕ1)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕ1))),
. . . ,
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕn)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕn)))

where the choose function is always part of BP(P, E) and
is defined as follows:

bool choose(bool pos, bool neg) {
if (pos) { return true; }
if (neg) { return false; }
return unknown();

}

For example, consider abstracting the statement “*p=*p+x”
in procedure foo of Figure 2 with respect to the three
predicates declared to be local to foo. Let us call this
statement s. In this example, a may-alias analysis reveals
that ∗p cannot alias x or r. The weakest precondition
WP (s, ∗p ≤ 0) is (∗p + x) ≤ 0, since *p cannot alias x.
We have E(FV (∗p + x ≤ 0)) = (∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0).
Similarly, WP (s,¬(∗p ≤ 0)) is ¬((∗p + x) ≤ 0), and
E(FV (¬(∗p + x ≤ 0))) = ¬(∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0). The
weakest preconditions of s with respect to the predicates
(x = 0) and (r = 0) are the respective predicates them-
selves, since ∗p cannot alias x or r. Thus, BP(P, E) will
contain the following statement in place of the given assign-
ment statement, where we use {e} to denote the boolean
variable representing predicate e:

{*p<=0}, {x==0}, {r==0} =
choose({*p<=0} && {x==0}, !{*p<=0} && {x==0}),
choose({x==0} , !{x==0}),
choose({r==0} , !{r==0});

Note that the abstraction process for assignment state-
ments is based on weakest precondition computations that
are local to each assignment and can be computed by a
purely syntactic manipulation of predicates. C2bp does not
compute compositions of weakest preconditions over paths
with complex control flow. In particular, C2bp does not re-
quire programs to be annotated with function pre- or post-
conditions, or with loop invariants.

4.4 Predicate Abstraction of Gotos and Condition-
als

Every goto statement in the C program is simply copied to
the boolean program.

Translating conditionals is more involved. Consider some
conditional if (ϕ) {...} else {...} in program P . At the
beginning of the then branch in P , the predicate ϕ holds.
Therefore, at the beginning of the then branch in the cor-
responding conditional in BP(P, E), the condition GV (ϕ) is
known to hold. Similarly, at the beginning of the else branch
in P , we know that ¬ϕ holds, so GV (¬ϕ) is known to hold at
that program point in BP(P, E). Therefore, BP(P, E) will
contain the following abstraction of the above conditional:

if(∗){
assume(GV (ϕ))

. . .
}else{

assume(GV (¬ϕ))
. . .

}
Note that the test in the abstracted conditional is ∗, so both
paths through the conditional are possible. Within the then
and else branches, we use the assume statement to retain
the semantics of the original conditional test. The assume
statement is the dual of assert: assume(ϕ) never fails. Exe-
cutions on which ϕ does not hold at the point of the assume
are simply ignored [16].

As an example, consider the conditional in procedure foo
of Figure 2. The abstraction of this conditional with respect
to the three predicates local to foo is:

if (∗) { // if (*p <= x)
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ {*p <= 0});
. . .

} else {
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ !{*p <= 0});
. . .

}

4.5 Predicate Abstraction of Procedure Calls

We now describe how C2bp handles multi-procedure pro-
grams.

4.5.1 Notation

Recall that the input to C2bp is the program P and a set E
of predicates. Let GP be the global variables of the program
P . Each predicate in E is annotated as being either global
to BP(P, E) or local to a particular procedure in BP(P, E)
(see Figure 2, in which predicates are local to bar or foo
– there are no global predicates in this example), thereby
determining the scope of the corresponding boolean vari-
able in BP(P, E). A global predicate can refer only to vari-
ables in GP . Let EG denote the global predicates of E and
let VG denote the corresponding global boolean variables of
BP(P, E).

For a procedure R, let ER denote the subset of predicates
in E that are local to R, and let VR denote the corresponding
local boolean variables of R in BP(P, E). In the following,
we do not distinguish between a boolean variable b and its
corresponding predicate E(b) when unambiguous from the
context (that is, in the context of BP(P, E) we always mean
b and in the context of P we always mean E(b)). Let FR

be the formal parameters of R, and let LR be the local
variables of R. Let r ∈ LR ∪ FR be the return variable of R
(we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
return statement in R, and it has the form “return r”).

Let vars(e) be the set of variables referenced in expres-
sion e. Let drfs(e) be the set of variables dereferenced in
expression e.

4.5.2 Determining signatures

A key feature of our approach is modularity: each proce-
dure can be abstracted by C2bp given only the signatures
of procedures that it calls. The signature of procedure R
can be determined in isolation from the rest of the program,
given ER. C2bp operates in two passes. In the first pass
it determines the signature of each procedure. It uses these
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Example for assignment abstraction

 F(WP(s, a)) F(WP(s, !a)) F(WP(s, b)) F(WP(s, !b)) Binary - Program
 T F b !b a=choose(T, F), b=choose(b, !b)
 a !a F T a=choose(a, !a), b=choose(F, T)
 F a b !b a=choose(F, a), b=choose(b, !b)

a : K=0 !a : !(K=0) b : p<q !b : !(p<q)
 C - Program WP(s, a) WP(s, !a) WP(s, b) WP(s, !b)
 k=0 0=0 0!=0 b !b
 p=q a !a q<q !(q<q)
 k=k+1 K=-1 K!=-1 b !b
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Predicate abstraction of conditional

non-deterministically. This can happen because the predi-
cates in E are not strong enough to provide the appropriate
information, or because the theorem prover is incomplete.
Therefore, BP(P, E) contains the following parallel assign-
ment at label `:

b1, . . . , bn =
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕ1)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕ1))),
. . . ,
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕn)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕn)))

where the choose function is always part of BP(P, E) and
is defined as follows:

bool choose(bool pos, bool neg) {
if (pos) { return true; }
if (neg) { return false; }
return unknown();

}

For example, consider abstracting the statement “*p=*p+x”
in procedure foo of Figure 2 with respect to the three
predicates declared to be local to foo. Let us call this
statement s. In this example, a may-alias analysis reveals
that ∗p cannot alias x or r. The weakest precondition
WP (s, ∗p ≤ 0) is (∗p + x) ≤ 0, since *p cannot alias x.
We have E(FV (∗p + x ≤ 0)) = (∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0).
Similarly, WP (s,¬(∗p ≤ 0)) is ¬((∗p + x) ≤ 0), and
E(FV (¬(∗p + x ≤ 0))) = ¬(∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0). The
weakest preconditions of s with respect to the predicates
(x = 0) and (r = 0) are the respective predicates them-
selves, since ∗p cannot alias x or r. Thus, BP(P, E) will
contain the following statement in place of the given assign-
ment statement, where we use {e} to denote the boolean
variable representing predicate e:

{*p<=0}, {x==0}, {r==0} =
choose({*p<=0} && {x==0}, !{*p<=0} && {x==0}),
choose({x==0} , !{x==0}),
choose({r==0} , !{r==0});

Note that the abstraction process for assignment state-
ments is based on weakest precondition computations that
are local to each assignment and can be computed by a
purely syntactic manipulation of predicates. C2bp does not
compute compositions of weakest preconditions over paths
with complex control flow. In particular, C2bp does not re-
quire programs to be annotated with function pre- or post-
conditions, or with loop invariants.

4.4 Predicate Abstraction of Gotos and Condition-
als

Every goto statement in the C program is simply copied to
the boolean program.

Translating conditionals is more involved. Consider some
conditional if (ϕ) {...} else {...} in program P . At the
beginning of the then branch in P , the predicate ϕ holds.
Therefore, at the beginning of the then branch in the cor-
responding conditional in BP(P, E), the condition GV (ϕ) is
known to hold. Similarly, at the beginning of the else branch
in P , we know that ¬ϕ holds, so GV (¬ϕ) is known to hold at
that program point in BP(P, E). Therefore, BP(P, E) will
contain the following abstraction of the above conditional:

if(∗){
assume(GV (ϕ))

. . .
}else{

assume(GV (¬ϕ))
. . .

}
Note that the test in the abstracted conditional is ∗, so both
paths through the conditional are possible. Within the then
and else branches, we use the assume statement to retain
the semantics of the original conditional test. The assume
statement is the dual of assert: assume(ϕ) never fails. Exe-
cutions on which ϕ does not hold at the point of the assume
are simply ignored [16].

As an example, consider the conditional in procedure foo
of Figure 2. The abstraction of this conditional with respect
to the three predicates local to foo is:

if (∗) { // if (*p <= x)
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ {*p <= 0});
. . .

} else {
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ !{*p <= 0});
. . .

}

4.5 Predicate Abstraction of Procedure Calls

We now describe how C2bp handles multi-procedure pro-
grams.

4.5.1 Notation

Recall that the input to C2bp is the program P and a set E
of predicates. Let GP be the global variables of the program
P . Each predicate in E is annotated as being either global
to BP(P, E) or local to a particular procedure in BP(P, E)
(see Figure 2, in which predicates are local to bar or foo
– there are no global predicates in this example), thereby
determining the scope of the corresponding boolean vari-
able in BP(P, E). A global predicate can refer only to vari-
ables in GP . Let EG denote the global predicates of E and
let VG denote the corresponding global boolean variables of
BP(P, E).

For a procedure R, let ER denote the subset of predicates
in E that are local to R, and let VR denote the corresponding
local boolean variables of R in BP(P, E). In the following,
we do not distinguish between a boolean variable b and its
corresponding predicate E(b) when unambiguous from the
context (that is, in the context of BP(P, E) we always mean
b and in the context of P we always mean E(b)). Let FR

be the formal parameters of R, and let LR be the local
variables of R. Let r ∈ LR ∪ FR be the return variable of R
(we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
return statement in R, and it has the form “return r”).

Let vars(e) be the set of variables referenced in expres-
sion e. Let drfs(e) be the set of variables dereferenced in
expression e.

4.5.2 Determining signatures

A key feature of our approach is modularity: each proce-
dure can be abstracted by C2bp given only the signatures
of procedures that it calls. The signature of procedure R
can be determined in isolation from the rest of the program,
given ER. C2bp operates in two passes. In the first pass
it determines the signature of each procedure. It uses these

non-deterministically. This can happen because the predi-
cates in E are not strong enough to provide the appropriate
information, or because the theorem prover is incomplete.
Therefore, BP(P, E) contains the following parallel assign-
ment at label `:

b1, . . . , bn =
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕ1)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕ1))),
. . . ,
choose(FV (WP (x=e, ϕn)),FV (WP (x=e,¬ϕn)))

where the choose function is always part of BP(P, E) and
is defined as follows:

bool choose(bool pos, bool neg) {
if (pos) { return true; }
if (neg) { return false; }
return unknown();

}

For example, consider abstracting the statement “*p=*p+x”
in procedure foo of Figure 2 with respect to the three
predicates declared to be local to foo. Let us call this
statement s. In this example, a may-alias analysis reveals
that ∗p cannot alias x or r. The weakest precondition
WP (s, ∗p ≤ 0) is (∗p + x) ≤ 0, since *p cannot alias x.
We have E(FV (∗p + x ≤ 0)) = (∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0).
Similarly, WP (s,¬(∗p ≤ 0)) is ¬((∗p + x) ≤ 0), and
E(FV (¬(∗p + x ≤ 0))) = ¬(∗p ≤ 0) ∧ (x = 0). The
weakest preconditions of s with respect to the predicates
(x = 0) and (r = 0) are the respective predicates them-
selves, since ∗p cannot alias x or r. Thus, BP(P, E) will
contain the following statement in place of the given assign-
ment statement, where we use {e} to denote the boolean
variable representing predicate e:

{*p<=0}, {x==0}, {r==0} =
choose({*p<=0} && {x==0}, !{*p<=0} && {x==0}),
choose({x==0} , !{x==0}),
choose({r==0} , !{r==0});

Note that the abstraction process for assignment state-
ments is based on weakest precondition computations that
are local to each assignment and can be computed by a
purely syntactic manipulation of predicates. C2bp does not
compute compositions of weakest preconditions over paths
with complex control flow. In particular, C2bp does not re-
quire programs to be annotated with function pre- or post-
conditions, or with loop invariants.

4.4 Predicate Abstraction of Gotos and Condition-
als

Every goto statement in the C program is simply copied to
the boolean program.

Translating conditionals is more involved. Consider some
conditional if (ϕ) {...} else {...} in program P . At the
beginning of the then branch in P , the predicate ϕ holds.
Therefore, at the beginning of the then branch in the cor-
responding conditional in BP(P, E), the condition GV (ϕ) is
known to hold. Similarly, at the beginning of the else branch
in P , we know that ¬ϕ holds, so GV (¬ϕ) is known to hold at
that program point in BP(P, E). Therefore, BP(P, E) will
contain the following abstraction of the above conditional:

if(∗){
assume(GV (ϕ))

. . .
}else{

assume(GV (¬ϕ))
. . .

}
Note that the test in the abstracted conditional is ∗, so both
paths through the conditional are possible. Within the then
and else branches, we use the assume statement to retain
the semantics of the original conditional test. The assume
statement is the dual of assert: assume(ϕ) never fails. Exe-
cutions on which ϕ does not hold at the point of the assume
are simply ignored [16].

As an example, consider the conditional in procedure foo
of Figure 2. The abstraction of this conditional with respect
to the three predicates local to foo is:

if (∗) { // if (*p <= x)
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ {*p <= 0});
. . .

} else {
assume ({x == 0} =⇒ !{*p <= 0});
. . .

}

4.5 Predicate Abstraction of Procedure Calls

We now describe how C2bp handles multi-procedure pro-
grams.

4.5.1 Notation

Recall that the input to C2bp is the program P and a set E
of predicates. Let GP be the global variables of the program
P . Each predicate in E is annotated as being either global
to BP(P, E) or local to a particular procedure in BP(P, E)
(see Figure 2, in which predicates are local to bar or foo
– there are no global predicates in this example), thereby
determining the scope of the corresponding boolean vari-
able in BP(P, E). A global predicate can refer only to vari-
ables in GP . Let EG denote the global predicates of E and
let VG denote the corresponding global boolean variables of
BP(P, E).

For a procedure R, let ER denote the subset of predicates
in E that are local to R, and let VR denote the corresponding
local boolean variables of R in BP(P, E). In the following,
we do not distinguish between a boolean variable b and its
corresponding predicate E(b) when unambiguous from the
context (that is, in the context of BP(P, E) we always mean
b and in the context of P we always mean E(b)). Let FR

be the formal parameters of R, and let LR be the local
variables of R. Let r ∈ LR ∪ FR be the return variable of R
(we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
return statement in R, and it has the form “return r”).

Let vars(e) be the set of variables referenced in expres-
sion e. Let drfs(e) be the set of variables dereferenced in
expression e.

4.5.2 Determining signatures

A key feature of our approach is modularity: each proce-
dure can be abstracted by C2bp given only the signatures
of procedures that it calls. The signature of procedure R
can be determined in isolation from the rest of the program,
given ER. C2bp operates in two passes. In the first pass
it determines the signature of each procedure. It uses these

gv (ψ) = q(Fv (qψ)), ε(gv (ψ)) is the strongest predicate over E
implied by ψ

E={k=0,p<q}
  C-Program Binary Program
   if(k<0){    if(*){ assume(k!=0)
       Error:skip       Error:skip}
   }    }
   else{ else{ assume(T)
      skip    skip
   }    }
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Soundness of Abstraction

Polymorphic Predicate Abstraction • 337

We say that 〈L1, �1〉 → 〈L2, �2〉 if execution of the statement at L1 with
store �1 produces store �2 and moves to the statement labeled L2. The se-
mantics of the → relation is standard. A trace of a program P is a sequence
σ1 → · · · → σn where the first state of the sequence is an initial state of P
and where procedure calls and returns are properly matched: execution of a
return statement transfers control to the statement after the most recent un-
matched procedure call. Therefore, a trace represents a valid prefix of an execu-
tion of P . Let →∗ denote the transitive closure of the → relation. We sometimes
denote traces using a sequence of states with every pair of successive states
related by →∗, when the implicit intermediate states on the trace are of no
importance.

Soundness intuitively means that every execution of a program has a corre-
sponding execution in the associated Boolean program abstraction. The main
theorem we prove says that one execution step of a program has a correspond-
ing sequence of execution steps in the associated Boolean program abstraction.
First, we define a simulation relation on program states, which captures the
notion that b-variables should be conservative abstractions of the expressions
they represent.

Definition 1. Let P be a program, E be a set of predicates over symbolic
constants and variables in P , and B = BP(P, E) be the Boolean program ab-
straction computed by C2BP. Let V be the b-variables corresponding to predi-
cates in E and E be the mapping from V to E. We say that a state 〈L, �〉 of P
is simulated by a state 〈L′, �′〉 of B if L = L′ and for all b-variables b ∈ V in
scope at L′ in B we have that:

(�′(b) = true ⇒ �(E(b)) = true) and (�′(b) = false ⇒ �(E(b)) = false).

Our theorem then says that simulation is preserved by the → relation.

THEOREM 1. Let P be a program, E be a set of predicates over symbolic con-
stants and variables in P, and B = BP(P, E) be the Boolean program abstrac-
tion computed by C2BP . Let V be the b-variables corresponding to predicates in
E and E be the mapping from V to E. Let σ1 → · · · → σk → σ be a trace of P
and σ ′

1 →∗ · · · →∗ σ ′
k be a trace of B. If for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k it is the case that σi is

simulated by σ ′
i , then there exists some σ ′ such that σ ′

1 →∗ · · · →∗ σ ′
k →∗ σ ′ is a

trace of B and σ is simulated by σ ′.

PROOF. Since σk is simulated by σ ′
k , we have that σk has the form 〈L, �k〉

and σ ′
k has the form 〈L, �′

k〉. Let s be the statement labeled L in P and s′ be the
statement labeled L in B. Case analysis of the form of s:

—s = skip. Then, s′ = skip as well. By the semantics of skip, we have σ =
〈L1, �k〉 where L1 is the label of the statement following s. Since s′ = skip,
we have that σ ′

k → σ ′, where σ ′ = 〈L1, �′
k〉. Then since σk is simulated by σ ′

k ,
it follows that σ is simulated by σ ′.

—s = goto L1. Then s′ = goto L1 as well. By the semantics of goto, we have
σ = 〈L1, �k〉 and σ ′ = 〈L1, �′

k〉, where σ ′
k → σ ′. Since σk is simulated by σ ′

k ,
it follows that σ is simulated by σ ′.

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 27, No. 2, March 2005.
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Proof for Assignment statement Abstraction

338 • T. Ball et al.

—s = branch s1‖ · · · ‖sn end. Then s′ = branch BP(s1, V , E)‖ · · · ‖BP(sn, V , E)
end. By the semantics of branch we have σ = 〈L1, �k〉, where L1 is the label
of the first statement in one of the branch cases. Then, by the semantics
of branch and the rules for abstracting statement sequences and labeled
statements, we have σ ′

k → σ ′, where σ ′ = 〈L1, �′
k〉. Since σk is simulated by

σ ′
k , it follows that σ is simulated by σ ′.

—s is an assignment statement: Then σ = 〈L1, �〉, where L1 is the label of
the statement following s. By the abstraction process we know that s′ is a
parallel assignment, so there exists σ ′ = 〈L1, �′〉 such that σ ′

k → σ ′. Now
suppose �′(b) is true, for some b-variable b in scope at L1 in B. To finish this
case, we show that �(E(b)) is true as well. (A similar proof can be done for
the case in which �′(b) is false.)

Since �′(b) is true, we know by the abstraction of assignments that some
monomial in FV ,E (WP(s, E(b))) was true in �′

k . Let that monomial be c1 ∧· · ·∧
cm, so for each 1 ≤ r ≤ m, �′

k(cr ) = true. Since σk is simulated by σ ′
k , we have

that for each 1 ≤ r ≤ m, �k(E(cr )) = true. By the definition of FV ,E , we know
that E(c1) ∧ · · · ∧ E(cm) ⇒ WP(s, E(b)), so �k(WP(s, E(b))) = true. Then, by
definition of WP, �(E(b)) is true as well.

—s is of the form assume(e): Then σ = 〈L1, �k〉, where L1 is the label of
the statement following s. By the abstraction process, we know that s′ is
assume(¬FV ,E (¬e)). Suppose σ ′

k can take an evaluation step to some σ ′. Then,
by the semantics of assume, σ ′ will have the form 〈L1, �′

k〉. Since σk is sim-
ulated by σ ′

k , it follows that σ is simulated by σ ′.
Therefore, we just need to prove that σ ′

k can take an evaluation step to
some σ ′, which is the case according to the semantics of assume if and only if
�′

k(¬FV ,E (¬e)) is not false. Since σk → σ , we know that �k(e) is true. There-
fore, �k(¬e) is false. By definition, E(FV ,E (¬e)) ⇒ ¬e, so also �k(E(FV ,E (¬e)))
is false. Therefore, �k(¬E(FV ,E (¬e))) = �k(E(¬FV ,E (¬e))) is true. Then
since σk is simulated by σ ′

k , it cannot be the case that �′
k(¬FV ,E (¬e)) is

false.
—s is a procedure call of the form v := R(a1, a2, . . . , aj ): Then, σ = 〈L1, �〉,

where L1 is the label of the first statement in procedure R and where � maps
locations involving global variables to their values in �k , maps locations in-
volving formal parameters to the values of the corresponding locations involv-
ing actuals in �k , and maps local variables of R to appropriate initial values.
By the abstraction process, s′ is a call to R ′, the version of R in B, preceded
by assignment statements that compute the values of the actual parameters
to the call. Therefore, there exists some σ ′ = 〈L1, �′〉, where σ ′

k →∗ σ ′ and �′

maps global b-variables to their values in �′
k , maps formal b-parameters to

the values of their actuals in �′
k , and maps local b-variables of R ′ to ∗.

Suppose �′(b) is true, for some b in scope. To finish this case, we show
that also �(E(b)) is true. (A similar proof can be done for the case in which
�′(b) is false.)
—If b is a global b-variable, then we know that �′(b) = �′

k(b), so �′
k(b) is

true. Then since �k is simulated by �′
k we have that �k(E(b)) is true.

Since b is global, we know that E(b) refers only to locations involving
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locations involving global variables to their values in �k , maps locations in-
volving formal parameters to the values of the corresponding locations involv-
ing actuals in �k , and maps local variables of R to appropriate initial values.
By the abstraction process, s′ is a call to R ′, the version of R in B, preceded
by assignment statements that compute the values of the actual parameters
to the call. Therefore, there exists some σ ′ = 〈L1, �′〉, where σ ′

k →∗ σ ′ and �′

maps global b-variables to their values in �′
k , maps formal b-parameters to

the values of their actuals in �′
k , and maps local b-variables of R ′ to ∗.

Suppose �′(b) is true, for some b in scope. To finish this case, we show
that also �(E(b)) is true. (A similar proof can be done for the case in which
�′(b) is false.)
—If b is a global b-variable, then we know that �′(b) = �′

k(b), so �′
k(b) is

true. Then since �k is simulated by �′
k we have that �k(E(b)) is true.

Since b is global, we know that E(b) refers only to locations involving
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BEBOP

Construct a Graph GB = (VB , SuccB) with ”program
statements as vertices” and ”successor relation between
statements” as edges.

Reachability of Error state is identified using Graph
reachability algorithm.

Generalized inter procedural data flow algorithm by
Rep-Horwitz-Sagiv is used for graph reachability.

If Error state is reachable then a program path from main() to
Error is returned
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Example for Reachability Analysis using BEBOP

Itration PathEdges Worklist SE

main(){ 0 B1 {} Initial values

B1 a=choose(T, F), b=choose(b, !b) 1 B2 {} Case-4

B2 L: a=choose(a, !a), b=choose(F, T) 2 B3 {} Case-4

B3 a=choose(!a, F), b=choose(b, !b) 3 B4 {} Case-4

PE(B1) = <Ω1,Ω1>

PE(B2) = <Ω1,Ω2>

PE(B3) = <Ω1,Ω2,Ω3>

PE(B4) = <Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4>
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Reachability Analysis

Reachability(Gn){
∀v∈ VB PathEdges(v)=φ
∀v∈ CallB SummaryEdges(v)=φ
PathEdges(FirstB(main))={〈Ω ,Ω〉}
Worklist={FirstB(main)}
while(Worklist 6= φ){

remove v from Worklist
switch(v){

case v∈ CallB
case v∈ CondB
case v∈ ExitB
case v∈ VB -CallB -ExitB -ExitB

}
}
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Reachability Analysis

global
PathEdges ,SummaryEdges ,WorkList

procedure Propagate(v,p)
begin
if p 6� PathEdges(v) then
PathEdges(v) := PathEdges(v) [ p
Insert v into WorkList �

�
end

procedure Reachable(GB)
begin
for all v 2 VB do PathEdges(v) := fg
for all v 2 CallB do SummaryEdges(v) := fg
PathEdges(FirstB (main)) :=
fh
;
i j 
 is any valuation to globals and local variables of maing

WorkList := fFirstB (main)g
while WorkList 6= ; do
remove vertex v from WorkList
switch (v)
case v 2 CallB :
Propagate(sSuccB (v),SelfLoop(Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv)))
Propagate(ReturnPtB (v),Join(PathEdges(v);SummaryEdges(v)))

case v 2 ExitB :
for each w 2 SuccB (v) do
let
c 2 CallB such that w = ReturnPtB (c) and
s = Liftc(PathEdges(v);ProcOfB (v))

in
if s 6� SummaryEdges(c) then
SummaryEdges(c) := SummaryEdges(c) [ s
Propagate(w,Join(PathEdges(c); SummaryEdges(c)));

ni
case v 2 CondB :
Propagate(TsuccB (v);Join(PathEdges(v);Transfer v;true))
Propagate(FsuccB (v); Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv;false))

case v 2 VB �CallB � ExitB � CondB :
let p = Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv) in
for each w 2 SuccB (v) do
Propagate(w,p)

ni
end

Fig. 3. The model checking algorithm.
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Reachability Analysis

transitions from Table 1. Formally

Liftc(P;pr) = fh
1; 
2i j9h
i; 
oi 2 P; and
8x 2 LocalsB (c) : 
1(x) = 
2(x); and
8x 2 Globals(B) : (
1(x) = 
i(x)) ^ (
2(x) = 
o(x)); and
8 formals yj of pr and actuals ej : 
1(ej) = 
i(yj)g

For each vertex v in CallB , SummaryEdges(v) is the set of summary
edges associated with v. As the algorithm proceeds, SummaryEdges(v)
is incrementally computed for each call site. Summary edges are used
to avoid revisiting portions of the state space that have already been
explored, and enable analysis of programs with procedures and recursion.

Let CallB be the set of vertices in VB that represent call statements.
Let ExitB be the set of exit vertices in VB . Let CondB be the set of vertices
in VB that represent the conditional statements if , while and assert.

Transfer Functions. With each vertex v such that sv 62 CondB [ExitB ,
we associate a transfer function Transfer v. With each vertex v 2 CondB ,
we associate two transfer functions Transfer v;true and Transfer v;false . The
de�nition of these functions is given in Table 3. Given two sets of pairs
of valuations, S and T , Join(S; T ) is the image of set S with respect to
the transfer function T . Formally Join(S; T ) = fh
1; 
2i j 9
j:h
1; 
ji 2
S ^ h
j ; 
2i 2 Tg. During the processing of calls, in addition to applying
the transfer function, the algorithm uses the function SelfLoop which takes
a set of path edges, and makes self-loops with the targets of the edges.
Formally, SelfLoop(S) = fh
2; 
2i j 9h
1; 
2i 2 Sg.

Our generalization of the RHS algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The
algorithm uses a worklist, and computes path edges and summary edges
in a directed, demand-driven manner, starting with the entry vertex of
main (the only vertex initially known to be reachable). In the algorithm,
path edges are used to compute summary edges, and vice versa. In our
implementation, we use BDDs to represent transfer functions, path edges,
and summary edges. As is usual with BDDs, a boolean expression e de-
notes the set of states 
e = f
j
(e) = 1g. A set of pairs of states can
easily be represented with a single BDD using primed versions of the
variables in V (B) to represent the variables in the second state. Since
transfer functions, path edges, and summary edges are sets of pairs of
states, we can represent and manipulate them using BDDs.

Upon termination of the algorithm, the set of path edges for a vertex
v is empty i� v is not reachable. If v is reachable, we can generate a
shortest trajectory to v, as described in the next section.

global
PathEdges ,SummaryEdges ,WorkList

procedure Propagate(v,p)
begin
if p 6� PathEdges(v) then
PathEdges(v) := PathEdges(v) [ p
Insert v into WorkList �

�
end

procedure Reachable(GB)
begin
for all v 2 VB do PathEdges(v) := fg
for all v 2 CallB do SummaryEdges(v) := fg
PathEdges(FirstB (main)) :=
fh
;
i j 
 is any valuation to globals and local variables of maing

WorkList := fFirstB (main)g
while WorkList 6= ; do
remove vertex v from WorkList
switch (v)
case v 2 CallB :
Propagate(sSuccB (v),SelfLoop(Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv)))
Propagate(ReturnPtB (v),Join(PathEdges(v);SummaryEdges(v)))

case v 2 ExitB :
for each w 2 SuccB (v) do
let
c 2 CallB such that w = ReturnPtB (c) and
s = Liftc(PathEdges(v);ProcOfB (v))

in
if s 6� SummaryEdges(c) then
SummaryEdges(c) := SummaryEdges(c) [ s
Propagate(w,Join(PathEdges(c); SummaryEdges(c)));

ni
case v 2 CondB :
Propagate(TsuccB (v); Join(PathEdges(v);Transfer v;true))
Propagate(FsuccB (v); Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv;false))

case v 2 VB �CallB � ExitB � CondB :
let p = Join(PathEdges(v);Transferv) in
for each w 2 SuccB (v) do
Propagate(w,p)

ni
end

Fig. 3. The model checking algorithm.
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Path Edges and Summary Edges

3 Boolean Programs Reachability via Interprocedural

Dataow Analysis and BDDs

In this section, we present an interprocedural dataow analysis that, given
a boolean program B and its control-ow graph GB = (VB ;SuccB ), de-
termines the reachability status of every vertex in VB. We describe and
present the algorithm, show how it can be extended to report short tra-
jectories (when a vertex is found to be reachable), and describe several
optimizations that we plan to make to the algorithm.

3.1 The RHS Algorithm, Generalized

As discussed in the Introduction, we have generalized the interprocedural
dataow algorithm of Reps-Horwitz-Sagiv (RHS) [RHS95,RHS96]. The
main idea of this algorithm is to compute \path edges" that represent
the reachability status of a vertex in a control-ow graph and to compute
\summary edges" that record the input/output behavior of a procedure.
We (re)de�ne path and summary edges as follows:

Path edges. Let v be a vertex in VB and let e = FirstB (ProcOfB (v)). A
path edge incident into a vertex v, is a pair of valuations h
e; 
vi,

5 such
that(1) there is a initialized trajectory �1 = hFirstB (main); 
i : : : he;
ei,
and (2) there is a trajectory �2 = he;
ei : : : hv;
vi that does not contain
the exit vertex ExitProcOfB (v) (exclusive of v itself). For each vertex v,
PathEdges(v) is the set of all path edges incident into v.

A summary edge is a special kind of path edges that records the
behavior of a procedure.

Summary edges. Let c be a vertex in VB representing a procedure
call with corresponding statement sc = pr(e1; e2; :::ek). A summary edge

associated with c is a pair of valuations h
1; 
2i, such that all the local
variables in LocalsB (c) are equal in 
1 and 
2, and the global variables
change according to some path edge from the entry to the exit of the
callee. Suppose P is the set of path edges at Exitpr. We de�ne Liftc(P;pr)
as the set of summary edges obtained by \lifting" the set of path edges
P to the call c, while respecting the semantics of the call and return

5 The valuations 
e and 
v are de�ned with respect to the set of variables V =
InScopeB (e) = InScopeB (v).
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Edges of Control Flow Graph GB = (VB , SuccB)

node a exists, then NextB (i) is the index of the statement immediately
following a in its containing sequence. Otherwise, NextB (si) = Exitpr,
where pr = ProcOfB (i).

If sj is a procedure call, we de�ne ReturnPtB (j) = NextB (j) (which
is guaranteed to be a skip statement because of the syntactic restriction
we previously placed on boolean programs).

We now de�ne SuccB using NextB and ReturnPtB . For 1 � i � n, the
value of SuccB (i) depends on the statement si, as follows:

{ If si is \goto L" then SuccB (i) = fjg, where sj is the statement
labelled L.

{ If si is a parallel assignment, skip or print statement then SuccB (i) =
fNextB (i)g.

{ If si is a return statement then SuccB (i) = fExitprg, where pr =
ProcOfB (i).

{ If si is an if statement then SuccB (v) = fTsuccB (i);FsuccB (i)g, where
TsuccB (i) is the index of the �rst statement in the then branch of
the if and FsuccB (i) is the index of the �rst statement in the else
branch of the if .

{ If si is a while statement then SuccB (i) = fTsuccB (i);FsuccB (i)g,
where TsuccB (i) is the �rst statement in the body of the while loop
and FsuccB (i) = NextB (i).

{ If si is an assert statement then SuccB (i) = fTsuccB (i);FsuccB (i)g,
where TsuccB (i) = NextB (i) and FsuccB (i) = n + p + 1 (the Err

vertex).

{ If si is a procedure call to procedure pr then SuccB (i) = FirstB (pr).

We now de�ne SuccB (i) for n+1 � i � n+p (that is, for the Exit vertices
associated with the p procedures of B). Given exit vertex Exitpr for some
procedure pr, we have

SuccB (Exitpr) = fReturnPtB (j) j statement sj is a call to pr g

Finally, SuccB (Err) = fg. That is, the vertex Err has no successors.

The control-ow graph of a boolean program can be constructed in
time and space linear n+ p, the number of statements and procedures in
the program.

2.4 A Transition System for Boolean Programs

For a set V � V (B), a valuation 
 to V is a function that associates
every boolean variable in V with a boolean value. 
 can be extended to
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Transfer Functions: TransferV

v Transfer v
skip
print
goto
return

�h
1; 
2i:(
2 = 
1)

x1; : : : ; xk :=
e1; : : : ; ek

�h
1; 
2i:(
2 = 
1[x1=
1(e1))] � � � [xk=
1(ek)])

if(d)
while(d)
assert(d)

Transfer v;true = �h
1; 
2i:((
1(d) = 1) ^ (
2 = 
1))
Transfer v;false = �h
1; 
2i:((
1(d) = 0) ^ (
2 = 
1))

pr(e1; : : : ; ek)
�h
1; 
2i:(
2 = 
1[x1=
1(e1)] : : : [xk=
1(ek)]),
where x1; : : : ; xk are the formal parameters of pr.

Table 3. Transfer functions associated with vertices. These are derived directly from
the transition rules given in Table 1

3.2 Generating a Shortest Trajectory to a Reachable Vertex

We now describe a simple extension to the algorithm of Figure 3 to keep
track of the length of the shortest hierarchical trajectory needed to reach
each state, so that if vertex v is reachable, we can produce a shortest
initialized hierarchical trajectory that ends in v.

A hierarchical trajectory can \jump over" procedure calls using sum-
mary edges. Formally, a �nite sequence � = �0

�1!B�1
�2!B � � � �m�1

�m!B�m
is a hierarchical trajectory of B if for all 0 � i < m, (1) either �i

�i!B�i+1,
or �i = hvi; 
ii, �i+1 = hvi+1; 
i+1i, �i = �, vi 2 CallB and h
i; 
i+1i 2
SummaryEdges(vi), and (2) �1 : : : �m 2 L(G(B)).

Let v be a vertex and let e = FirstB (ProcOfB (v)). For a path edge
h
e; 
vi 2 PathEdges(v) let W (h
e; 
vi) be the set of all hierarchical
trajectories that start from main, enter into the procedure ProcOfB (v)
with valuation 
e and then reach v with valuation 
v without exiting
ProcOfB (v). Note that a hierarchical trajectory in W (h
e; 
vi) is com-
prised of intraprocedural edges, summary edges, and edges that represent
calling a procedure (but not the edges representing a return from a pro-
cedure). Instead of keeping all the path edges incident on v as a single set
PathEdges(v), we partition it into a set of sets

fPathEdgesr1(v);PathEdges r2(v); : : : ;PathEdgesrk(v)g

where a path edge h
e; 
vi is in PathEdgesrj (v) i� the shortest hierar-
chical trajectory in W ((h
e; 
vi) has length rj. The set fr1; r2; : : : ; rkg
is called the set of rings associated with v.

We use rings to generate shortest hierarchical trajectories. If vertex v
is reachable, we �nd the smallest ring r such that PathEdgesr(v) exists.
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NEWTON

Refine program models from spurious error traces

Explain the infeasibility of program abstraction

Generate Infeasible Consistent Path Projection(ICPP)

Uses strongest post condition for checking infeasible path
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Example: simulating a program path using strongest post condition

Path p1 
1 �1 �1

b := �b; hb; �bi

assume(b>0); hb; �bi �b > 0

c := 2*b; hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0

a := b; ha; �bi, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0

a := a-1; ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0 ha; �bi

assume(a<b); ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0, �b � 1 < �b ha; �bi

assume(c=a); ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0, �b � 1 < �b, 2�b = �b � 1 ha; �bi

Fig. 2. Path simulation of program p1 from Figure 1(a) using SP 0.

4.1 Annotations

Let V (p) be the set of variables referenced (used or de�ned) by the statements of path p. Let �(p) be a set
of symbolic constants in a one-to-one correspondence with the variables of V (p): �(p) = f�xjx 2 V (p)g.
Let Exp denote the union of RelExpr and IntExpr , lifted to refer to V (p), integer constants, and �(p).

Annotations are the mechanism by which we introduce a fresh name �x for the value of variable x at
a point in a path. An annotation to a path p = s1; : : : ; sn is a pair hi; (x = �x)i where i is an integer,
1 � i � n, x 2 V (p), and �x 2 �(p). Given a path p of n statements and an annotation a = hi; (x = �x)i,
applying a to p inserts the assignment statement \x := �x" immediately before statement si in p. Given
a path p and a set A of annotations, let A(p) denote the path obtained by applying every annotation
a 2 A to p.

We pre-process path p so that no variable is used without �rst being de�ned. Given a statement
sj (1 � j � n) in a path p = s1; s2; : : : ; sn, let exposed(p; j) represent the variables that are used in
sj without previously being assigned to or used in p. Given a path p, let Ep be the set of annotations
representing the exposed variables in p

Ep = f(j; (x = �x))j1 � j � n ^ x 2 exposed(p; j)g

Given a path p with annotations Ep, we say that the path p0 = Ep(p) is the �-closure of p.

4.2 A New Version of Strongest Postconditions

We will de�ne the strongest postcondition for path p in terms of its �-closure p0. Additionally, we make
explicit three separate components of the strongest postcondition representation via the notion of a
context. A context is a triple h
;�;�i, where

{ 
 is a partial function V (p)! Exp called the store
{ � is a set of boolean expressions from Exp called the conditions, and
{ � � V (p)� Exp is a set called the history.


 represents the current valuation to V (p), � represents the constraints introduced by expressions in
assume statements, and � represents the past valuations to V (p). 
 is extended to expressions over
V (p) in the usual way. Let 
[x! e] be de�ned as usual:


[x! e](y) =

(y) if y 6= x
e if y = x

The strongest postcondition SP 0 for the two types of statements in a path maps a context to a new
context:

SP 0(x := e) = �h
;�;�i: h 
[x! 
(e)]; � ; � [ fhx;
(x)ijx 2 dom(
)g i
SP 0(assume(e)) = �h
;�;�i: h 
; � [
(e); � i

Path p1 
1 �1 �1

b := �b; hb; �bi

assume(b>0); hb; �bi �b > 0

c := 2*b; hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0

a := b; ha; �bi, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0

a := a-1; ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0 ha; �bi

assume(a<b); ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0, �b � 1 < �b ha; �bi

assume(c=a); ha; �b � 1i, hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0, �b � 1 < �b, 2�b = �b � 1 ha; �bi

Fig. 2. Path simulation of program p1 from Figure 1(a) using SP 0.

4.1 Annotations

Let V (p) be the set of variables referenced (used or de�ned) by the statements of path p. Let �(p) be a set
of symbolic constants in a one-to-one correspondence with the variables of V (p): �(p) = f�xjx 2 V (p)g.
Let Exp denote the union of RelExpr and IntExpr , lifted to refer to V (p), integer constants, and �(p).

Annotations are the mechanism by which we introduce a fresh name �x for the value of variable x at
a point in a path. An annotation to a path p = s1; : : : ; sn is a pair hi; (x = �x)i where i is an integer,
1 � i � n, x 2 V (p), and �x 2 �(p). Given a path p of n statements and an annotation a = hi; (x = �x)i,
applying a to p inserts the assignment statement \x := �x" immediately before statement si in p. Given
a path p and a set A of annotations, let A(p) denote the path obtained by applying every annotation
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Path p1 
1 �1 �1

b := �b; hb; �bi

assume(b>0); hb; �bi �b > 0

c := 2*b; hb; �bi, hc; 2�bi �b > 0
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Fig. 2. Path simulation of program p1 from Figure 1(a) using SP 0.
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Finding ICPP using Newton

Compute strongest predicate until φ become inconsistent

while adding new conditions, If Ω(e) is redundant then
introduce fresh symbolic constants for all variables in e

for each assume(e) in the path if φ ⇒ qΩ(e) then φ ∪ Ω(e) is
inconstant and the path is declared to be infeasible
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Example: Newton’s Data Structures while simulating a program path


: var value deps. �: conds. deps. �: var hist. deps

1. b: �b () (�b > 0) (1) 3. a: �b (1)

2. c: 2�b (1)

4. a: �b � 1 (3)

(after the assignment a:=a-1)


: var value deps. �: conds. deps. �: var hist. deps

1. b: �b () (�b > 0) (1) 3. a: �b (1)

2. c: 2�b (1)

5. a: �a ()

(after choosing an abstract value �a for a)


: var value deps. �: conds. deps. �: var hist. deps

1. b: �b () (�b > 0) (1) 3. a: �b (1)

2. c: 2�b (1) (�a < �b) (1,5)

5. a: �a () (2�b = �a) (2,5)

(after the entire path)

Fig. 4. Newton's data structures while simulating the path from Figure 1.

is given to the store entry that assigns �b to b. The dependency list for the condition (�b > 0) is recorded
as (1) since the evaluation of the condition depended on that store entry. The �rst table in Figure 4
gives the state of Newton after simulating through the assignment a:=a-1. Note that the store entry
mapping a to �b has been moved to the history since a has been assigned twice.

The second table illustrates the step, where Newton has decided to abstract the value �b�1 of a by
a fresh symbolic constant �a. It does this because the condition (a < b) is implied by the current state
(that is, substituting the values of a and b in the expression yields �b � 1 < �b, which is true).

The third table shows the state of Newton after processing the last assume statement. At this stage
Newton determines that the set of three conditions: (�b > 0), (�a < �b) and (2�b = �a) are inconsistent.
Phase 2 of Newton determines that this set of conditions cannot be minimized any further, while still
maintaining inconsistency. In phase 3, Newton collects all the dependencies of these conditions, namely
1 and 5. Finally, Newton generates 3 predicates (�b > 0), (�a < �b), (2�b = �a) and two annotations
h5; (a = �a)i and h1; (b = �b)i as an abstract explanation of the infeasibility.

6.2 Procedures and Pointers

In the previous section, Newton was presented in the context of a simpli�ed language of assignments
and assume statements for simplicity. The Newton tool works for programs in C and handles inter-
procedural paths in the presence of structures and pointers. A preprocessing step converts any path to
an equivalent one that contains only assignments, assume statements, procedure calls and procedure
returns.

Interprocedural paths are handled by adding a stack to Newton. Predicates generated by newton
with multiprocedure programs are classi�ed as global predicates or as local to a particular procedure.
For predicates to be well-formed with respect to scoping we impose the following conditions:

{ A global predicate can only reference global variables or symbolic constants associated with global
variables.

{ A local predicate associated with a procedure P can only reference global variables, local variables
of P , and symbolic constants associated with these variables.

In order to ensure that all generated predicates are well-formed, Newton introduces fresh symbolic
constants when necessary. We give an example to illustrate this. Consider the path that leads to ERROR in
the program shown in Figure 5(a). While simulating the �rst call to procedure foo, Newton computes
the actual parameter to be �a, the value of a on entry to main. If 
(x) = �a then there is a potential for
a predicate x = �a to be generated. This predicate is not well-formed by the above de�nition. To prevent

Final result of Newton is (θb >0), (θa < θb), (2θb = θa) and
<5,(a=θa)> and <1,(b=θb)>
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Infeasible Consistent Path Projection(ICPP)

p01A p02 
2 �2

b := �b; b := �b; hb; �bi
[1] assume(b>0); assume(b>0); �b > 0
[2] c := 2*b; c := 2*b; hc; 2�bi
[3] a := b;

[4] a := a - 1;

a := �a; a := �a; ha; �ai
[5] assume(a<b); assume(a<b); �a < �b

Fig. 3. Symbolic execution of path p02 from Figure 1(b). Path p02 is a CPP of path p01 by the annotations
A = f h1; (b = �b)i; h5; (a = �a)ig.

5 Abstract Explanations

We now de�ne a partial-order that relates explanations to one another. Intuitively, the less information
about the path the explanation uses, the more abstract it is. The advantage of abstract explanations of an
infeasible path p is that the abstract explanation is likely to be also an explanation for other infeasible
paths that overlap with p, and are infeasible for the same reason as p. We generate more abstract
explanations by allowing the introduction of fresh symbolic value �x for variable x, even if x has been

de�ned previously. Annotations are used to specify where such new symbolic values are introduced.

Theorem 1 says (unsurprisingly) that the full set of predicates generated by SP 0(p) is an explanation
of p's infeasibility. There clearly are better (more \abstract") explanations of infeasibility. Such abstract
explanations are generated by allowing annotations at arbitrary points in a path. Annotations are a
way to ignore the particular symbolic value a variable x has at a point in a path, simply by renaming
this value to be �x. If path p is infeasible, then we say that a pair hP ; Ai, where P = fe1; � � � ; eng is
a set of predicates and A is a set of annotations, is an abstract explanation of the infeasibility of P if
SP 0P

bv(pA)(0
n) = false.

Abstract explanations can be related to projections of paths. We �rst de�ne projections and then
relate abstract explanations to projections. Let path p = s1; s2; : : : ; sn, as before. Path q is a projection

of path p if q is a subsequence of p. If q is a projection of p and j is the index of a statement in q, let jp
be the index of the corresponding statement in p. Given a projection q of path p, we wish to make q's
annotation relevant in the context of p. We do so by de�ning Ap;q = f(jp; (x = �x))jx 2 exposed (q; j)g.

Path q is a consistent path projection (or CPP) of path p if (1) q is a projection of p, and (2)
�con(SP

0(;3)(pAp;q
)) implies �con(SP

0(;3)(q)). Consistent path projections form a partial order.

Now, given an infeasible path p = p0 :: assume(e), where p0 is feasible, we desire to �nd a least CPP
q0 of p0 such that q = q0 :: assume(e) is infeasible. Let us call such a path q an infeasible consistent

path projection (ICPP) of p. The following theorem shows a strong correspondence between ICPPs and
abstract explanations of infeasibility.

Theorem 2. Let p be an infeasible path, let q be an ICPP of p and let h
q ; �q ; �qi = SP 0(q)(;3). The
set of predicates E = C(
q) [ C(�q) [ �q along with the annotations Ap;q is suÆcient to explain the
infeasibility of p.

Example. Path p1 in Figure 1 is infeasible, as is path p2. Path p2 is a ICPP of p1. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the path p2 shows that the exact value of variable a is not important in explaining the
infeasibility.

We now show why p2 is an ICPP of p1. Let p
0
1 and p02 be paths p1 and p2 without their last assume

statements. The �-closed version of p02 is shown in Figure 3. The annotations induced by the projection p
0
2

of p01 are A = f h1; (b = �b)i; h5; (a = �a)ig. Applying these annotations to path p01 yields the path p01A

p01A p02 
2 �2

b := �b; b := �b; hb; �bi
[1] assume(b>0); assume(b>0); �b > 0
[2] c := 2*b; c := 2*b; hc; 2�bi
[3] a := b;

[4] a := a - 1;

a := �a; a := �a; ha; �ai
[5] assume(a<b); assume(a<b); �a < �b

Fig. 3. Symbolic execution of path p02 from Figure 1(b). Path p02 is a CPP of path p01 by the annotations
A = f h1; (b = �b)i; h5; (a = �a)ig.

5 Abstract Explanations

We now de�ne a partial-order that relates explanations to one another. Intuitively, the less information
about the path the explanation uses, the more abstract it is. The advantage of abstract explanations of an
infeasible path p is that the abstract explanation is likely to be also an explanation for other infeasible
paths that overlap with p, and are infeasible for the same reason as p. We generate more abstract
explanations by allowing the introduction of fresh symbolic value �x for variable x, even if x has been

de�ned previously. Annotations are used to specify where such new symbolic values are introduced.
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be the index of the corresponding statement in p. Given a projection q of path p, we wish to make q's
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�con(SP
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)) implies �con(SP

0(;3)(q)). Consistent path projections form a partial order.

Now, given an infeasible path p = p0 :: assume(e), where p0 is feasible, we desire to �nd a least CPP
q0 of p0 such that q = q0 :: assume(e) is infeasible. Let us call such a path q an infeasible consistent

path projection (ICPP) of p. The following theorem shows a strong correspondence between ICPPs and
abstract explanations of infeasibility.

Theorem 2. Let p be an infeasible path, let q be an ICPP of p and let h
q ; �q ; �qi = SP 0(q)(;3). The
set of predicates E = C(
q) [ C(�q) [ �q along with the annotations Ap;q is suÆcient to explain the
infeasibility of p.

Example. Path p1 in Figure 1 is infeasible, as is path p2. Path p2 is a ICPP of p1. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the path p2 shows that the exact value of variable a is not important in explaining the
infeasibility.

We now show why p2 is an ICPP of p1. Let p
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1 and p02 be paths p1 and p2 without their last assume

statements. The �-closed version of p02 is shown in Figure 3. The annotations induced by the projection p
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